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ABSTRACT
For the Kiel Corpus of Spontaneous

Speech [1] a prosodic labelling system
(PROLAB) has been developed. It is
based on a prosodic model for German
(KIM - The Kiel Intonation Model) and
uses a 7 bit ASCII repertoire.

KIM - THE KIEL INTONATION
MODEL

The prosody model incorporates the
following domains [2,3]:
(l) lexical stress — three levels: un-
stressed, secondary stress in compounds,
and primary stress
(2) sentence stress — four levels: re-
inforced, accented, partially and com-
pletely deaccented
(3) intonation:

- pitch peaks and valleys and their
concatenation

- synchronization ofpitch peaks
and valleys with stressed syllables
— three steps: early, medial, late

- downstep of successive pitch
peaks/valleys and pitch reset(4)‘prosodic boundaries (degrees of co-hesron) - three variables: pause duration,phrase-final segmental lengthening, scal-ing ofF0 end points

(5) overall speech rate
(6) disfluencies: pauses, breathing, hesi-tatrons

Stress
Within stress we have to differentiatebetween lexical and sentence stress. Atthe abstract level of phonological speci-fications in the lexicon, every Germanword has at least one vowel that has tobe. marked as potentially stressable asbeing able to attract the feature speci-fications of sentence stress. Lexical stressis thus not a distinctive stress feature itonly marks a position that can attract

such a feature at the sentence IeveL but
need not.

By default, content words are accerit-
ed and function words completely deac-
cented. Deviation from default content
word stress may be partial or complete
deaccentuation, determined by syntax,
semantics and pragmatics. Thus, e.g., in
'verb + direct object' constmctions the
verb is partially deaccented in neutral
(non-focussed) accentuation, no matter
whether it precedes or follows the object
(Max schreibt einen Brief/Mar hat
einen Brief geschrieben.), whereas in
'verb + adverbial‘ constructions default
accentuation is kept (Max ha! tdglich ge-
schrieben.) In either case deviation from
this neutral pattern implies focus (of the
verb or the adverb, respectively). Com-
plete deaccentuation in the first case in-
troduces focus contrast on the object,
which may be strengthened by emphatic
reinforcement. Function words, although
completely deaccented by default can re-
ceive all the content word sentence ac-
cent categories by deviation from default.

Intonation
All lexically stressed vowels of words

with 'primary' or 'secondary' (= partially
deaccented) sentence stress receive in-
tonation features, which may be either
'valleys' or 'peaks‘, and in the case of
'peaks‘, they may contain a undirectional
F0 fall, or rise again at the end, resulting
in a fall-rise. 'Valleys’ may have a low
rise, to indicate, e.g., continuation, of 3
high rise, used, e.g., in questions.

All 'peaks' and 'valleys‘ may have their
turning points (F0 maximum in 'peaks', 01'
F0 minimum in 'valleys') early or later
with reference to the stressed-vowel on.
set. For 'peaks' the non-early position
may be around the stressed vowel centre
(= medial) or towards its end (= late).
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Peaks are characterized by a quick F0
rise confined to the vicinity of a sen-
tence-stressed syllable. This rise precedes
the onset of the latter, and is usually
short and narrow in range, for an early
peak; it extends into the first half of the
stressed nucleus in the case of a medial
peak. In the late peak, it starts alter the
stressed vowel onset and continues into
the second half of the nucleus or beyond;
the exact timing of the maximum peak
value depends on vowel type (duration
according to quantity and quality), sub-
sequent voiced/voiceless consonants and
number of immediately following un-
stressed syllables. There may even be a
low stretch of F0 in the stressed vowel
before the rise.

Valleys, on the other hand, have a
continuous rise, starting before the
stressed-syllable nucleus (early) or inside
it (non-early) and extending as far as the
beginning of the following sentence-
stressed syllable. If there are several un-
stressed syllables between two sentence
stresses a valley is thus realised as a more
gradual F0 ascent compared with the
much quicker rise for a late peak. The
less distance there is between stressed
syllables the more difiicult it becomes to
distinguish between a 'valley + peak' and
a 'late peak + peak' sequence, especially
if there is no F0 dip in between the first
and second stress F0 maxima, as in a hat
pattern.

In a concatenation of pitch peaks
without prosodic boundaries between
them, F0 may fall to a low or an inter-
mediate leyel and then rise again for the
next peak. This fall will be effected on
intervening unstressed syllables between
the two peaks, reaching the lowest point,
to start the next rise, in the vicinity of the
following stressed syllable, depending on
peak position. If there are no unstressed
syllables separating the two peaks, the
dip can be accommodated between all
Peak combinations, except for 'late +
early'medial', where a hat pattern is
created; it combines the rise of the 'late
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peak' and the fall of the 'early peak’ in a
two-stress sequence.

This absence of an F0 descent be-
tween peaks can also be extended to
concatenations with intervening unstress-
ed syllables. In such a hat pattern, an
early peak is not possible initially, and a
late one is excluded non-initially. If there
are more than two stresses incorporated
in a hat the non-initial and non-final ones
are unspecified as to peak position be-
cause they neither have a rise nor a fall
but are simply integrated into the down-
stepped sequence of peak maxima. In the
categorization of pitch patterns they are
nevertheless grouped together with
peaks. If in a two-stress rise-fall it is dif-
ficult to decide whether the rise repre—
sents a valley, or a late peak in a hat
pattern, the latter solution is chosen.

When prosodic boundaries intervene
any sequencing of peaks and/or valleys is
possible, but the hat pattern is then ex-
cluded since it represents a very high de-
gree of cohesion. On the other hand, a
late peak with a hill F0 descent marks a
dissociation from a following peak and
will then normally be linked with a pro-
sodic boundary, i.e. final lengthening and
F0 reset afierwards.

Unstressed syllables preceding the first
sentence stress in a prosodic phrase may
be either low or high: they represent
different types of pre-head.

Declination, i.e. the temporally fixed
decline of F0 has been replaced by
downstepping in KIM, i.e. a structuraily
determined pitch lowering from sentence
stress to sentence stress, independent of
the time that elapses between them.

Prosodic boundaries

One of the functions of prosody is the
sequential structuring of utterances and
discourse. Two categories of phrasing
have been set up so far. [PGl] cor-
responding to prosodic sentences and
[P02] related to prosodic phrases. Both
are always phonetically signalled by leng-
thening before them. and usually by F":
resetting after them. Asides and paren-
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thetic insertions have no F0 resetting in
spite of other clear phrasing marker
Signals. Contrariwise, F0 resets may oc-
cur at other points than the phrasing mar-
kers [PGl,2]. [PGl] also coincides with
high syntactic structure nodes, whereas
[P62] does not. Both my be fiirther
strengthened by the incidence of pauses
and intonation patterns. Full F0 peak
descents are particularly frequent with[PGl], and [?] as well as [.?] are onlyassocrated with this phrasing marker.
SYMBOLIZATION OF THE
MODEL CATEGORIES

The symbolic labelling system has tomeet the following requirements:
- unequivocal representation of the ca-tegories of the prosodic phonology- In e tron in 'memes to 7 bit ASCII segmental

- integration into 7 bit AS -graphic files of German textcn 0rth0clear typographic separation from thesegmental labelling allowing prosodicnotations on the same tier for con-vement cross-reference between seg-mental arid prosodic aspects ofspeechmnemomc ease for learning and use. The application of these guiding prin-Ciples has resulted in the standardizationof the following repertoire and conven~tions [4] for insertion in orthogra hictext or segmental phonetic files. p- A'postrophe and quotation mark ['1[ ] for lexical stress are put in front ofthe primary or Secondary stress vowel;

tsiame time mark as, the vowel. Func-don words, marked by suflixed [+]dofnot‘ get a land stress symbol b ,e ault, if they receive sentence stress):

- Digits l3llzlllll01
. . , , , , when n t -btned With punctuation marksfieiggri‘o
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sentence stress. They are put in logical
order before words that receive the
reinforced, accented, partially or com-
pletely deaccented sentence stress ca-
;egory. The lexical stress position then

etennines where F0 cont
be hooked. ours have to
Punctuation marks [.],[,],[?I refer to
pitch peaks, low and high rising val-
leys, and the character sequences [,1
and [..’] to the corresponding fall-
nses. They are put in logical orderbe-
fore a prosodic boundary or before the
next sentence-stress digit [>1]. [(.)?]
can only occur before a prosodic
boundary.
Parentheses [)],[(] refer to early and
late peaks or early and non-early
valleys and are put afier the sentence
stress digit; the medial peak is marked
by the absence of these symbols. Digit
and parenthesis form a symbolic unit.
The pitch movement between suc-
cessive peaks or between a peak and a
boundary may be a fiill or an inter-
mediate FO descent or a level F0, sym-
bolized by digits [2],]1],[0] before [.].
Digit and punctuation mark form a
symbolic unit.
Pownstep is not marked. F0 reset is
implied by a prosodic boundary; in thfl
case of its absence, [=] is prefixed t0
the next digit [=>2]. If reset occurs at
other points than boundaries, [+1 is
prefixed to the next stress digit [=>2]-
A high prehead is marked by [HP] at
the beginning of an utterance or utter
a phrase boundary.
Prosodic phrasing markers [PGll "Id
[PGZ] are put afier punctuation marks
at the appropriate places.
Only speech rate changes in relation to
the speed in the preceding prosodic
phrasing unit are marked: [RH and
[RM] (= 'rate plus/minus') are Put
afler [PGl,2] (and before In”) An
absolute rate judgement at the utter-
ance onset may be added at a later
labelling stage,
Disfluency markers are

—
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- [2:] for hesitation lengthening at
the end or inside of a word

-- [/+] or [=l+] for break-offs and re-
sumptions at word boundaries and
within words, respectively.

- Markers for segmental phrase-level

units are [pz], [h:] (= pause, breath-

ing), [l:], [st] etc. (= laughing, clicks

etc.) [4].
- All non-segmental prosodic markers

are without duration; they are put on
the same time mark as the beginning
of the next segmental unit.

LABELLING PROCEDURE
A labelling platform has been created

at IPDS by M. Patzold on an AT, run-

ning on UNIX and equipped with a
sound card. which accepts segmental

label files, generated by the KTH MlX

programme, and F0 analysis data as

input, allows the display of F0 contours

and labels, as well as the insertion,

deletion and change of prosodic labels
under auditory and visual control. The

default sentence stress markers [2] for

content words and [0] for function words

and a general prosodic phrasing marker

[PC] are inserted automatically on the

basis of the segmental labels. The manual
labelling then proceeds in cycles dealing

with one prosodic domain afier another.
The result is a label file that integrates
prosodic labels into the segmental
strings. The following orthographic tran-

script with prosodic annotations (rather
than a complete label file, to reduce the

amount of information and for greater

ease of intelligibility) provides an
illustration of the prosodic labelling of a
spontaneous dialogue from the Kiel

Corpus of Spontaneous Speech [1].

3071a004.slh
"”5004:

2 <tn> P02 2( D'ienstag 0 w}rde+

0 Mi” 0 g‘ut l. 2) p'assen 2. PG]
2 <{hm> P02 0 das+ 2 h'ei~t . rcz p:
2 Mom'erit 1. P62 2 'allerdings ,

2 'erst z: , PGZ 2( n‘achm"ittags ii: 2.

PG] RP HP 0 das+ 0 wir’d+ 0 dann+
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2 wahrsch'einlich 0 ‘n+ 0 b'i~chen 0.
2) schw'ierig 2. PC] 2 D'ienstag l.
2 m'ittwochs z: 1. P62 RM <{h> P62
[1: 0 is=l+ 0 s'ieht 0 das+ 0 bei+
2 m' 'ir+ z: 0 sch=/+ 2. 2 schw'ierig

0 'aus 2. P61 RP 0 da+ 0 hab' 0 ich+

=2 tags'}ber l. 2 Term‘ine I. I’Cl RM

h: 2 <[hm> P62 "P 0 wie+ 0 s'ieht

0 das+ 0 bei+ 2 ' 'lhnen+ 0 am+ l.
3 D'onnerstag 0 'aus 2. PG!

Prosodic label files can now be the

input to the RULSYS/INFOVOX TTS
system for German, which also contains

an implementation of KIM [3], to test the

adequacy of the manual labelling by com-

paring its rule synthesis with the original.

Prosodic modelling, prosodic labelling

and prosodic synthesis thus form an

integrated framework of prosodic re-

search at IPDS Kiel. The prosodic

categories, being related to human sound

production beyond the particular

language phenomena found in German,

are transferable to the description of

other languages, and PROLAB may be

used more generally in prosodic labelling.
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